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In a proverbial ever-shrinking world, it is essential that whatever nature gives us 
is utilised and managed carefully. Sustainability is the protection of nature.

One component for the sustainable handling of raw materials is the comprehensive 
collection and recycling of residues, recyclable materials and raw materials that 
arise in production and consumption. Experts are developing methods and solutions 
to implement this sustainability in the public sector as well as in companies and 
production facilities.
Naturally, this concerns the preservation of the environment in the interests of 
society, but another important aspect here is also economic effi ciency as waste 
materials are also raw materials.

PÖTTINGER Entsorgungstechnik is here to support you with this. Searching for a 
mutual fulfi lment of individual tasks PÖTTINGER Entsorgungstechnik applies their 
core competence to this task – to fi nd the best path to a sustainable, ecological and 
economical solution, hand in hand with you.
With systems, products and solutions, that are precisely tailored to your individual 
requirements.

One World – One Target:
Together, we can give sustainability in handling raw materials the importance that 
it deserves in our world.

High quality and durable solutions have been a tradition at PÖTTINGER – for gene-
rations. With the help of our loyal customers, we have expanded our family company, 
which has been inventing, developing, producing and supporting technology for the 
people for 140 years.
Quality pays, sustainably – we know what we are talking about.

                  Klaus Pöttinger

ONE 
WORLD

LIVE 
SUSTAINABLY

ONE WORLD – ONE MESSAGE

QUALITY – IS SUSTAINABLE

Responsible handling 
of the earth‘s resources 
is one of the great 
challenges of our time.
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THE 7 
QUALITY MARKS

POWDER COATING 
At PÖTTINGER all components are sandblasted and powder coated. 
Thus, our products receive the best possible corrosion protection and a consistently 
high quality look. 
CUSTOMER BENEFITS - Protects the value of your investment for a longer and higher resale value.

STABLE EXECUTION + 200%
All components which are subject to certain demands in practice are often constructed 
twice as stable than would be required under normal operation. Our products are designed 
to cope with the harshest operating conditions.
CUSTOMER BENEFITS - High availability through minimum downtimes, low repair costs.

LOAD TESTS
Before a new mass-produced machine is introduced on the market by PÖTTINGER, 
it is put through its paces. The product service life is simulated for weeks in an internally 
developed test facility using the latest methods. Consequently, any possible weaknesses 
are identifi  ed and corrected at an early stage.
CUSTOMER BENEFITS - Our customers receive innovative, high-performance products 
with extremely high operational reliability and the best condition for maintenance-free and 
cost-effective operation.

OPTIMAL MATERIAL GLOW, GEOMETRY OF THE PRESS
By using the most modern calculation methods, we have succeeded in developing
PÖTTINGER presses with optimised geometries.
CUSTOMER BENEFITS - This results in the optimum material fl  ow which facilitates
better fi  lling of the containers (+20%) and correspondingly reduced transport costs.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Quality endures - this also applies to our product design. 
Only if the values of our products are also experienced outwardly, our products 
receive the acceptance they deserve.
CUSTOMER BENEFITS - The benefi t for our customers is that fi  ne products 
give you more pleasure when handling them. In addition, the attractiveness of 
a PÖTTINGER brand product clearly delivers more resale value

TEXTILE COVERINGS WITH CAMO DESIGN
Many of our products are supplied with the option of being equipped with extensive 
promotional textiles. These high-end advertising spaces offer completely new opportunities 
for visual communication. The imagination almost knows no bounds.
CUSTOMER BENEFITS - Whether, you have your own brand message, adjusting to the wishes 
of the end customers or adjusting the outer shell to regional circumstances, the products simply 
receive more attention and acceptance. And in such a way, the experience shows that one 
obtains better prices.

FALCONIC - KEEP AN EYE ON EFFICIENCY
With FALCONIC, the new control module for press containers, all information about 
relevant machine functions can be gained online. The system offers everything 
you need to work more effi ciently in our digital world.
CUSTOMER BENEFITS - With FALCONIC you can increase your effi ciency by having a perfect over-
view on logistics, scheduling and maintenance of your press containers and thus reduce your costs.

NEW!



YOUR BENEFIT

MULTIPRESS
1.4 / 1.9 / 1.0

Reliable, long lasting technology 
and functional solutions 

MULTIPRESS XL
Press Station

The logical choice with 
large quantities of waste 

MULTIPRESS SC
Schneckenverdichter

Powerful technology for 
large volume materials 

MULTIPRESS ECO

Pollutor-pay waste disposal 
by weight 

CAMO DESIGN
Textile coverings

More attention by
high quality advertising space

  Optimum press technology 
with a modern design 

 Large fi lling opening combined 
with optimal transport logistics 

 High throughput and effi cient 
compaction with special feed 
options 

 Innovative solutions for residential 
properties, housing associations 
and commercial properties 

New way of visual communication 
on many of our products

PRODUCT 
SOLUTIONS



YOUR BENEFIT

MULTIPACK

 Vertical and horizontal 
baling presses 
for different materials

MULTIBRIK

High compaction and data protection

FERMENTER

Energy from waste

PÖTTINGER
SERVICE

Maintenance of machines 
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 Highly versatile presses ranging 
from single chamber system to 
full automatic machines

Use as document destroyer 
or for production waste in the 
coffee & tobacco industry

Regional and modular biogas 
systems for regional energy 
generation of organic waste

 Maintenance and repair by 
experienced service technicians



The requirements of our customers are as diverse as the efforts for sustainability 
in the handling of raw materials as only they have the knowledge of future fi elds of 
application for our products.

To fulfi l or exceed the requirements of our customers is the goal of our development 
department. With the most up-to-date 3D CAD-systems and our own FEM analysis 
department, we develop solutions that are not only aligned with the individual 
demands from companies or institutions but we also ensure that our top priority - 
sustainability - never leaves our sight.

This is addressed by a team who are at the very top strata of the current 
technological development thanks to intensive training and schooling.
The use of the latest materials and technologies is a prerequisite for the 
highest level of reliability for our products.
Because quality should also look good, an integrated design and innovation 
management team ensure that the latest technology in the inner workings 
is also visible on the outside.

One World – One Job.

Our customers have a task to fulfi l. We help them with this by identifying 
their needs and implementing these with the help of our products.

ONE WORLD 
ONE JOB

How we work

Task management



Quality stands for cost-effectiveness, reliability and durability. This doesn‘t just 
apply in production but also for service and customer service. The common goal 
is sustainability in waste management. Sustainability which we can only achieve 
through cooperation. Because a chain is only as strong as its weakest link, available 
goods need not constrain recyclable goods logistics. Only if the goods are available, 
you can fulfi l your waste management tasks. That is the job of the Pöttinger 
service team.

PÖTTINGER service is full service: It begins with consulting and project manage-
ment and moves onto review according to legal safety regulations, maintenance and 
troubleshooting service right up to repair. If needed, presses are available on loan. 
A spare parts service and general overhaul is likewise a matter of course. 
Our service team is very well trained and can be on site immediately. 
Our service and support packages are individually tailored to the requirements of 
our customers. Neither our customers nor the environment can afford hidden costs.

And incidentally, neither can we. Because the secret of our successful and long term 
cooperation with our customers is - service. Only if you are satisfi ed with us, are we 
satisfi ed with ourselves. That is the tradition in our company.

One World – One Team. 

If manufacturer and user wish to pursue a common goal, 
service must be the focal point. 

ONE WORLD 
ONE SERVICE

We stand for
cooperation

EFFICIENTY SERVICE 
Quality you can trust!
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•  22 employees committed to providing service
•  12 service vehicles in your vicinity
•  15 service presses on loan for emergencies
•  2400 services scheduled every year
•  90% fault repair within 24 hours
•  85% spare parts delivery within 48 hours



PÖTTINGER Entsorgungstechnik GmbH
Moos 31
4710 Grieskirchen / Austria
Telefon +43-7248-9001-8090
Telefax +43-7248-9001-2429
entsorgung@poettinger.at www.poettinger-oneworld.at
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